**Officals: Loan rates a temporary setback**
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Officials who work with college students told the Democrat-Gazette they hoped the doubling of the loan interest rate last Monday would not impact students who sign loan agreements before the fiscal year ends.

**LINDA S. HAYMES**

Ex-pitcher tells of days in the game

The demise of Negro Leagues baseball began with the end of a story whose history has been told in the film “42,” biopic of Jackie Robinson. Last summer, Arn Brantley shared his story at a dinner in Little Rock.

**Handful of color**
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**Traci Dungan**

An ex-baseball player shares the story of days in the game.

Zoe Harron, 10, waits Saturday afternoon for her father, Park Ranger Joe Harron, to apply weights to a cloth-chip pasta dish during Cataouatche’s Day at the Arkansas National Post. The event featured a history of the war and a number of activities for children each Saturday during the summer.

**Primate law requires registration, new fees**

Future apes, baboons to be banned

HAILEY KONNATH
ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE

When Barbara Doherty filed for the Little Rock district attorney in May, she was surprised to learn that many of the candidates in filing as a candidate from Zone 2 in the school board were not eligible to run.
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Futuristic apes, baboons to be banned
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